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Our life will not be like this at all after 25 years.In my opinion it would be a much more
comfortable one. I have include some specific things that may occur in the next 25 years:

A vaccine will rid the world of major diseases

Within 25 years, the world will achieve many major successes in tackling the diseases of the
poor.The world is now 99% free of polio,similarly we would be able to discover vaccines against
many dieseases like AIDS,malaria,TB etc.... The advantage of using vaccines is that we can
find a permanent cure for all the people. And that is what we should aim at.

Energy usage scenario

Reducing use of fossil fuels is necessary both to avoid serious climate change and in anticipation
of a time when scarcity makes them prohibitively expensive.From the current fossil fuel usage
info, we have to rely on solar energy for domestic purposes. I expect the development of solar
cells to a highly efficient way. Tapping energy from ligtning could also be a possible ”future
technology”.For large scale usage nuclear power plants is our largest hope.

Neuroscience

Development of no-frills brain-machine interfaces, allowing the paralysed to walk in their
thought-controlled exoskeleton suits.The research on this topic is going on. Inmy opinion within
25 years this will be available in market at affordable prices.This could lift many lifes from their
wheelchairs. This recquires large scale development in the field of Artificial Intelligance.

Advancement in Nanotechnology

In my opinion there would be a huge upliftment in medical science by nano technology. We could
use nano technology to cure many diseases like cancer. Nanobots could be one such invention.
It should be nano sized bots whuch once injected into our body searches for pathogen/cancer
cells and destroy them if found.

We’ll play games to solve problems

This is actually one of my dreams,but when i browsed about it, it is possible!!! Gaming is
very interesting for many people.People get so involved that they clear the levels no matter
what it takes. In other words gaming makes a person use his maximum potential. Now if we
wanto hack a site. If it was in the form of a game we can easily hack into anything(even the
Pentagon). There will be games where the action is influenced by what happens in reality; and
there will be games that use sensors so that we can play them out in the real world

Web/internet: Quantum computing

Julian Assange and the movement that has been ignited by WikiLeaks is the most radical
version of the alternative: a free, egalitarian, open and public web. The fate of this movement
will be a sign of things to come. If it can command broad support, then the open web has
a chance to remain a mainstream force.In 25 years We will be talking about the coming of
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quantum computing, which will take us beyond the world of binary, digital computing, on and
off, black and white, 0s and 1s.

Broadcasts will use holograms

Rather than TV and video call, halograms would play a major role in many conference halls in
25 years.It could also be used for many broadcasts including the PM’s message

DOOMSDAY

So far I mentioned what could the advancements be. There is also a possibility that all could go
wrong and the world as a whole will be in crisis.Global warming could increase the temperature
drastically, creating acute water shortage. Farms could dry up. FOssil fuels could get exhausted
and so on. It might be the year for the start of world war 3. With present weapons, it would
destroy our earth.
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